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1. INTRODUCTION
Let r2 be fixed. For p # (1, ], W rp[0, 1] denotes the usual Sobolev
space
[ f # C r&1[0, 1] : f (r&1) is absolutely continuous and & f (r)&p<].
Let f1 , ..., fn be given fixed real data, fi { fi+1 , i=1, ..., n&1. Set
5n=[t=(t1 , ..., tn) : 0t1< } } } <tn1].
For each t # 5n , set
F rp(t; f )=[ f # W
r
p[0, 1] : f (t i)= f i , i=1, ..., n].
The following problem is considered by de Boor [6] and Fisher and
Jerome [7]:
inf [& f (r)&p : f # F rp(t; f )]. (1.1)
Pinkus [13] discussed the problem
inf
t # 5n
inf [& f (r)&p : f # F rp(t; f )], (1.2)
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where, for convenience of exposition, it is supposed that the interpolation
values [ f i]ni=1 satisfy the conditions
( fi& fi&1)( f i+1& fi)<0, i=2, ..., n&1. (1.3)
Pinkus proved that the solutions of the problem (1.2) must be of a par-
ticular form given by the solutions of (1.1), and the solutions must also be
strictly monotone on [t i , t i+1] for each i=1, ..., n&1. Uniqueness of the
solution to (1.2) is proved for p= by Pinkus [13], for p=2 in case r=2
by Marin [10] and in case r=3 by Uluchev [16]. A generalization of the
problem (1.2) allowing equalities in the assumption (1.3) is discussed by
Bojanov [3]. Naidenov [11] gave an algorithm for the construction of the
solutions to (1.2).
The purpose of this paper is to extend the problem (1.2) to the case of






f (x) dx, i=1, ..., n,
where [hi]ni=1 are fixed numbers. These numbers must be small enough to
assure that the intervals [ti&hi , t i+hi], i=1, ..., n are disjoint. We
introduce some notation. Set
5 hn =[t=(t1 , ..., tn) : 0t1&h1<t1+h2< } } } <tn&hn<tn+hn1],
where h1 , ..., hn are fixed real number such that hi # (0, 12(n&1)),
i=1, ..., n, and h=[hi]ni=1 . Let e1 , ..., en be given positive numbers and
e=[(&1) i&1 ei]ni=1 .
With each t # 5 hn and e we associate the set of functions
W rp(t; h; e)={ f # W rp[0, 1]: 12hi |
ti+hi
ti&hi

















h, i=1, ..., n, for p=,
where M is the constant from the following theorem (see [17, Theorem 5.6]).
Theorem A. For r2 and 1p, there is a constant M depending
only on r such that for every f # W rp[0, 1]
uk & f (k)&pM(& f &p+ur& f (r)&p), k=0, ..., r,
where 0u1.
We consider the extremal problem
inf
t # 5hn
inf [& f (r)&p : f # W rp(t; h; e)]. (1.5)
We give a characterization of the solution of (1.5) and prove the unique-
ness of the extremal function for p=. When hi=0, i=1, ..., n, this is the
problem (1.2). The results in this paper are based on the total positivity
structure of the problem. Some other extremal problems concerning
interpolation in the mean we studied by Subbotin [15].
We assume that n>r. If nr, then for any choice t # 5 hn , there exists a
polynomial p of degree r&1 for which (12hi) ti+hiti&hi p(x) dx=(&1)
i&1 e i ,
i=1, ..., n. Moreover p(r)(x)#0 and our problem is trivially solved.
In Section 2 we discuss some auxiliary results. In Section 3 we consider
the solving of (1.5).
2. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
In order to solve (1.5) we must consider first the problem
inf [& f (r)&p : f # W rp(t; h; e)]. (2.1)
When hi=0, i=1, ..., n, this is the problem (1.1). Let t # 5 hn , n>r2, and
e be fixed. We introduce some preliminary definitions and properties. Set
$i=[ti&hi , t i+hi], i=1, ..., n, and suppose that 0t1&h1<t1+h1
t2&h2<t2+h2 } } } tn&hn<tn+hn1. Let 6r denote the set of
algebraic polynomials of degree less than or equal r. Denote by





f (t) dt, i=1, ..., n.
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Definition 1. Given pairs of points [$j] i+rj=i and an integrable function
f, its rth ‘‘divided difference’’ over the pairs of points $i , ..., $i+r is defined
to be the coefficient of xr in the unique polynomial p(x) # 6r satisfying the
conditions lj ( p)=lj ( f ), j=I, ..., i+r.
When hi=0, i=1, ..., n, this is the usual divided difference. Let us explain
the new ‘‘divided differences’’ a bit more. Denote by




U(0, 1, ..., r&1, f; ti , ..., ti+r)=det[ fk(tj)] r i+rk=0, j=i ,
where fk(t)=tk, k=0, ..., r&1 and fr(t)= f (t). Then, as is well known, the
usual divided difference of f at the points t i , ..., ti+1 is simply
f [ti , ..., ti+r]=
U(0, 1, ..., r&1, f; t i , ..., t i+r)
U(0, 1, ..., r&1, r; ti , ..., t i+r)
.
The new ‘‘divided difference’’ is simply
f [$i , ..., $i+r]
=
ti+hiti&hi } } } 
ti+r+hi+r
ti+r&hi+r
U(0, 1, ..., r&1, f; s i , ..., si+r) ds i } } } dsi+r
 ti+hiti&hi } } } 
ti+r+hi+r
ti+r&hi+r
U(0, 1, ..., r&1, r; s i , ..., si+r) ds i } } } ds i+r
.
From this is easy to see some properties analogous to those of the usual
divided differences (see Schumaker [14], Bojanov, Hakopian, and
Sahakian [5]).
1.
f [$i , ..., $i+r]= :
i+r
j=i
lj ( f )
lj (|$( } , {j))
, (2.2)









tk+h), k=i, ..., i+r, k{ j.
2. f [$i , ..., $i+r] is the unique linear functional of the form
Di ( f )= i+rj=i cj l j ( f ) satisfying the conditions
Di (xk)=0, k=0, ..., r&1,
Di (xr)=1.
(2.3)
3. For any ! # (ti&hi , ti+r+hi+r), !  [ti+1&hi+1 , ..., ti+r&hi+r],
!  [ti+hi , ..., ti+r+h i+r&1], there exists a constant : # (0, 1) such that
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3a. if ! # (t j&hj , tj+hj) for some j, then
f [$i , ..., $i+r]=:f [$i , ..., $j&1 , $a! , $j+1 , ..., $i+r]
+(1&:) f [$i , ..., $j&1 , $b! , $j+1 , ..., $i+r],
where $a!=[t j&hj , !] and $
b
!=[!, tj+hj].
3b. If ! # (tj+hj , tj+1&hj+1) for some j, then
f [$i , ..., $i+r]=:f [$i , ..., $ i+r&1 , $!]+(1&:) f [$! , $i+1 , ..., $ i+r],
where $!=[!&h! , !+h!], and h! is sufficiently small so that tj+hj<
!&h!<!+h!<tj+1&hj+1 .
Now we can define ‘‘B’’-splines using the above definition and properties.
Definition 2. The function
Bi (t)=( } &t)r&1+ [$i , ..., $i+r],
is called the r th order ‘‘B’’-spline associated with the pairs of knots
$i , ..., $i+r .
Here we also have properties analogous to those of the usual B-splines.
4. Bi (x)=0 for x  (t i&hi , ti+r+hi+r) and Bi (x)>0 for x # (t i&h i ,
ti+r+hi+r).
Let S &(a, b)( f ) denote the number of sign changes of the function f on
[a, b]. Similarly, for a vector ; # Rm"[0], S &(;) denotes the number of
sign changes of the vector ;.
5. Variation diminishing property.
S &R \ :
n&r
i=1
;i Bi (t)+<S&(;1 , ..., ;n&r).
6. Total positivity.
2 :=det [Bil ( yjs)]
m, m
l=1, s=10,
for every choice of the points y1< } } } < yn and integers 1mn&r,
1i1< } } } <imn&r, 1 j1< } } } < jmn&r. Moreover
2>0,
if and only if yjl # supp Bil , l=1, ..., m. Here supp B i=[x : Bi (x){0].
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These properties we can analogously to the properties of the usual
divided differences and B-splines and we omit it (see Schumaker [14],
Bojanov, Hakopian, and Sahakian [5]).









(x& y) r&1+ f
(r)( y) dy. (2.4)
Let t # 5 hn be fixed. For f # W
r
p(t; h; e) set
Ei= f [$i , ..., $i+r], i=1, ..., n&r.
Taking the ‘‘divided difference’’ at the pairs of points $i , ..., $i+r of the







Bi ( y) g( y) dy, i=1, ..., n&r,
where g( y)= f (r)( y). Problem (2.1) is equivalent to
inf {&g&p : 1(r&1)! |
1
0
Bi ( y) g( y) dy=Ei , i=1, ..., n&r= . (2.5)
We may consider problem (2.5) as in the case for hi=0, i=1, ..., n (see de
Boor [6]). For p # (1, ) (2.5) (and this (2.1)) has a unique solution of the
form















Bi ( y) g*( y) dy, i=1, ..., n&r. (2.7)
Equations (2.7) uniquely determine the coefficients [bi]n&ri=1 in (2.6). To









(x& y) r&1+ g*( y) dy




(&1) i&1 ei , i=1, ..., r. From (2.7) it follows that f # W rp(t; h; e).
Further we will need the following two lemmas.
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Bi ( y) |P( y)|q&1 sign(P( y)) dy, i=1, ..., n&r.
P(x) has exactly n&r&1 sign changes on (0, 1) and does not vanish on any
subinterval of [0, 1].
Proof. We remark that Ei Ei+1<0 for i=1, ..., n&r&1. Indeed from
(2.2) it follows that








(&1) j&1 (&1)r+i& j=(&1)r+i&1.
For the proof that p(x) has exactly n&r&1 sign changes on (0, 1) we may
proceed analogously to that in Pinkus [13] (see Proposition 2.1) using
properties 46 of the new ‘‘B’’-splines, the variations diminishing property
of Total Positivity of matrices (see Karlin [8]) and the fact that
Ei Ei+1<0 for i=1, ..., n&r&1.
We will show that P(x) does not vanish on any subinterval of [0, 1].
Since P(x) has exactly n&r&1 sign changes and since we have the
inequality
S&(b1 , ..., bn&r)n&r&1,
it follows that S&(b1 , ..., bn&r)=n&r&1 and
bi (&1) (i&1+r)>0, i=1, ..., n&r. (2.8)












i+ j>0 for x # (t j&h j , t j+hj), j=i, ..., i+r, (2.9)
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and
B(r)i (x)=0 for x # (tj+hj , tj+1&h j+1), j=i, ..., i+r&1;
(2.10)
i.e., the r th derivative of Bi (x) strictly alternates in sign as we pass from
(tj&hj , t j+hj) to (t j+1&hj+1 , tj+1+hj+1) for j=i, ..., i+r&1. By (2.8)





Since bi {0 for all i, and B (r)i (x)0 on (tj&hj , tj+hj) for some i, it follows
that
(&1) j&1+rP(r)(x)>0 on (t j&hj , tj+hj) for j=1, ..., n. (2.11)
Therefore P(x) does not vanish on the subintervals (tj&hj , tj+hj) for
j=1, ..., n.
It remains to show that P(x)0 on [tj+hj , tj+1&hj+1] for
j=1, ..., n&1. Assume the contrary, that P(x)#0 for x # [a, b][tk+hk ,
tk+1&hk+1] for some k # [1, ..., n&1]. If we suppose that P( y) has i sign
changes on (0, a), then P(x) has at least n&r&2&i sign changes on (b, 1)
since P(x) has exactly n&r&1 sign changes on (0, 1). The points, 0, a, b
and 1 are zeros of multiplicity r. Applying Rolle’s Theorem r times we
obtain that P(r)( y) has at least i+r sign changes on (0, a) and at least
n&i&2 sign changes on (b, 1). It follows by (2.11) that when we pass from
(0, a) to (b, 1) we obtain one more sign change; i.e., P (r)( y) has at least
n+r&1 sign changes on (0, 1). From (2.10) and (2.11) we see that P(r)(x)
#0 on [tj+hj , t j+1&hj+1] for j=1, ..., n&1 and P(r)(x) has exactly n&1
sign changes on (0, 1). Thus we obtain a contradiction and Lemma 1 is
proved.
Denote by f (t; } ) the unique solution of problem (2.1) for p # (1, ).
Lemma 2. For fixed t # 5 hn , & f
(r)(t; } )&p is a strictly increasing function
of e1 , ..., en .
The proof proceeds analogously to that in Naidenov [11] (see
Lemma 3) using properties 16 of the new ‘‘divided differences’’ and
‘‘B’’-splines. We omit it.
Now we consider (2.1) for p=. By (2.5) we reduce the problem of
existence to a moment problem. It is standard (e.g., Hobby and Rice [12])
to show that there exists a g, | g(x)|=&g& for all x, with at most n&r&1
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jumps which gives the appropriate moments. The next theorem gives one
solution to (2.1) for p= in a particular form.
Theorem 1. The set W r(t; h; e) contains a perfect spline P(x) of degree






r ! _xr+2 :
n&r&1
i=1
(&1) i (x&!i)r+& , (2.12)
where 0<!1< } } } <!n&r&1<1. Moreover this perfect spline is a solution of
problem (2.1) for p=.
The existence of P(x) can be proved by the same argument as after (2.7).
The minimality property follows easily in many ways. For example, we
assume that & f (r)&<&P(r)& for some f # W r(t; h; e). Then by the inter-
polation conditions we have 10 Bi (t)(P
(r)(t)&f (r)(t)) dt=0, i=1, ..., n&r.
But P(r)(x)& f (r)(x) has at most n&r&1 sign changes on (0, 1) and does
not vanish identically on any subinterval of [0, 1], and thus cannot be
orthogonal to the WT-system [Bi]n&ri=1 .
Let P0(x) be the unique perfect spline with n&r&1 knots and [x0i ]
n
i=1
be the unique set of points satisfying the following conditions
P0(x0i )=(&1)







n=1. The existence and uniqueness of such a perfect spline
P0 and such a set of points [x0i ]
n
i=1 are proved in [1]. It holds &P0&=
(43) max[ei]ni=1 .
We will frequently use the following property of the perfect spline P of
degree r with n&r&1 knots: If P changes sign n&1 times in (0, 1), then
P has exactly n&1 zeros and P$ has exactly n&2 zeros. This follows by an
application of Rolle’s Theorem (see, for example [5]).
Lemma 3. If P0 is the perfect spline from (2.13) and R0=&P(r)0 & , then
R0(43) max[ei]ni=1 (n&1)


















because these points partition the whole interval from 0 to 1. Let !0i ,
i=1, ..., n&r&1 be the knots of P0 . P0 and P$0 are perfect splines with a
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maximal number of zeros. For such perfect splines its zeros and knots





i+r+1 , i=1, ..., n&r&1.
Therefore between x0j0 and x
0
j0+1
we have at most r+1 knots of P0(x).
Suppose that k knots of P0(x) lie between x0j0 and x
0
j0+1
. Denote them by




two neighboring knots ’s , ’s+1 we have that P0(x) is a polynomial of
degree r, where &P(r)0 &r ! is the absolute value of the coefficient of x
r. The
Markov inequality (see [9]) asserts that for every polynomial Q of degree
r on [&1, 1]
&Q(i)&&T (i)r & &Q& , i=1, ..., r,
where Tr is the rth degree classical Chebyshev polynomial. Applying this
inequality for i=r, Q=P0 on [’s , ’s+1], we obtain
&P0& max




, s=0, ..., k, (2.16)
where R0=&P (r)0 & . From (2.15) and (2.16) we get
(k+1) r&P0 & 2
2r&1r !
R0







Therefore, since k+1r+2, and in view of (2.17), we obtain
R0&P0 & (n&1)r 22r&1(r+2)r r !.
Therefore (2.14) holds.
Now we will show some properties of P0 , which we will need later. Since
P( j)0 (x) vanishes on (0, 1) it easily follows that &P ( j)0 &p&P ( j+1)0 &p for
j=0, ..., r&1 and any p # [1, ]. Therefore &P0&&P(r)0 & . Then we
can set u= r- &P0 & &P (r)0 & and apply Theorem A for P0 , k=1 and
p=. We obtain





By (2.13), (2.14), and (2.18), it follows that
&P$0&M(83) max[ei]ni=1 c(r)(n&1). (2.19)
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P0 has exactly n&1 zeros (see [1]) [{0i ]
n&1
i=1 /(0, 1). Using Taylor’s










i ) &P$0& , i=1, ..., n&1.














>2h i , i=1, ..., n&1.




















P0(x) dx=(&1) i&1 e0i , i=1, ..., n, (2.21)






i ), i=1, ..., n,
where {00=0 and {
0
n=1. We have e
0
i >0, since (&1)
i&1 P0(x)>0 for
t # ({0i&1 , {
0
i ), i=1, ..., n. By (2.13) we see that
e0i <(43) max[ei]
n
i=1 , i=1, ..., n. (2.22)
Using (2.21) we get
|P0(x0i )||P0(t
0
i &hi)|+2hi &P$0& , i=1, ..., n.





i=1 , i=1, ..., n. (2.23)
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3. SOLVING (1.5)
3.1. Case p # (1, )
Theorem 2. Let p # (1, ) and let f * # W rp[0, 1] be a solution of the
problem (1.5). There exists t* # 5 hn such that f * # W
r
p(t*; h; e). f * satisfies
the following conditions:
f *(r)( y)= } :
n&r
i=1





bi*Bi ( y)+ , (3.1.1)
where 1p+1q=1 and Bi ( y)=( } & y)r&1 [$i*, ..., $*i+r], where $j*=





bi ( y) f *(r)( y) dy= f *[$i*, ..., $*i+r], i=1, ..., n&r; (3.1.2)
and
f *(ti*+h i)= f *(ti*&h i), i=2, ..., n&1,
(3.1.3)
t1*=h1 , tn*=1&hn .
Proof. Let the function f * and the points t*=[ti*]ni=1 solve (1.5).
Since f * must also solve (2.1) for t* and p # (1, ), it follows that f *
necessarily satisfies (3.1.1) and (3.1.2).
It remains to prove (3.1.3).
Let P0(x) be the perfect spline from Lemma 3. Let the points [t0i ]
n
i=1
and the values [e0i ]
n
i=1 be chosen as in (2.21). Denote by g and g*
the unique solutions of (2.1) with interpolation points [t0i ]
n
i=1 and inter-
polation values respectively [(&1)i&1 e0i ]
n
i=1 and [(&1)
i&1 ei]ni=1 . From
(2.23) we have e0i >ei , i=1, ..., n. Therefore by Lemma 2 we have &g*
(r)&p
<&g(r)&p . On the other hand &g(r)&p<&P (r)0 &p , since from (2.21) we have
that P0 satisfies the interpolation conditions in (2.1). Therefore if f * #
W rp(t*; h; e) is a solution of (1.5), then the following inequalities hold
& f *(r)&p&g*(r)&p<&g(r)&p<&P (r)0 &p . (3.1.4)
Since P0 is a perfect spline, |P (r)0 (x)|=R0 for all x and thus &P (r)0 &p=R0 ,
trivially. Therefore by (3.1.4), (2.14) and the last equality
& f *(r)&p(43) max[ei]ni=1 (n&1)
r 22r&1(r+2) r !. (3.1.5)
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By the character of the data f * has at least n&1 distinct zeros on (0, 1).
From Lemma 1 f *(r) does not vanish on any subinterval of (0, 1) and has
exactly n&r&1 sign changes. By Rolle’s Theorem it follows that f * has
exactly n&1 simple zeros {1< } } } <{n&1 on (0, 1). Therefore & f *&p 
& f *(r)&p1. Then using (3.1.5) we apply Theorem A for f *, p # (1, ),
k=2 and u= r- & f *&p f * (r)&p to get




& f *& (r&2)rp  max
x # [0, 1]
| f *(x)| (r&2)r,
and
& f *& := max
x # [0, 1]
| f *(x)|>min[ei]ni=1 ,
in (3.1.6), we get









Let xi # ({i&1 , {i), i=2, ..., n&1, be the extremal points of f *(x). Since f *$
has exactly n&2 zeros on (0, 1), f *(x) is monotone on [0, {1] and
[{n&1 , 1]. Then
& f *&=| f *(xi0)|, (3.1.8)
where i0 # [1, ..., n], and x1=0, xn=1.
First we will show that
f *(t*i0&hi0)= f *(t*i0+hi0) if i0 # [2, ..., n&1], (3.1.9)
t1*=h1 if i0=1 and tn*=1&hn if i0=n.
Suppose that i0 # [2, ..., n&1]. Using the properties of the usual divided
difference we get
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f *[xi0 , {i0&1 , {i0]=|
{i0
{i0&1
(x&t)+ [x i0 , {i0&1 , {i0] f *"(t) dt, (3.1.10)




({i0&{i0&1)(x&t)+ [xi0 , {i0&1 , {i0]<1. (3.1.12)
































Analogously we see that {i0&xi0>4hi0 . Thus we obtain {i0&{i0&1>8h i0 if
i0 # [2, ..., n&1]. In the cases i0=1 and i0=n we consider f *[0, {1 , {2]
and f *[{n&2 , {n&1 , 1], respectively. Then analogously as above we show
that
{1>4h1 and 1&{n&1>4hn . (3.1.14)






f *(x) dx=(&1) i0&1 di0 ,
and
f *(’i0&hi0)= f *(’i0+hi0), if i0 # [2, ..., n&1],
’1=h1 if i0=1, and ’n=1&hn if i0=n.
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Then ’i0 is the extremal point for the function F(x)=
x+hi0x&hi0
f *(t) dt in
({i0&1 , {i0) if i0 # [2, ..., n&1]. In the cases i0=1 and i0=n, F(x) is strictly
monotone on [h1 , {1] and [{n&1 , 1&hn], respectively. Then |F(x)| attains
maximal values for x=’1 and x=’n , respectively.
Now if we assume that (3.1.9) does not hold, then
di0>ei0 . (3.1.15)
Consider problem (2.1) for p # (1, ) at the point




e=(e1 , ..., (&1) i0&2 e i0&1 , (&1)
i0&1 di0 , (&1)
i0 e i0+1 , ... (&1)
n&1 en).
There are unique solutions to these two problems which we denote by g
and g*, respectively. From lemma 2 and (3.1.15) it follows that &g(r)&p<
&g*(r)&p . On the other hand &g*(r)&p<& f *(r)&p , since f * satisfies the same
interpolation conditions at the points t1* , ..., t*i0&1 , ’i0 , t*i0+1 , ..., tn* as g.
Therefore &g(r)&p<& f *(r)&p , which contradicts the minimality property of f *.
We will estimate & f *& and & f *"&p . From the Mean Value Theorem we
have f *( yi0)=(&1)
i0=1 ei0 for some point yi0 # (t*i0&h i0 , t*i0+h i0). First sup-
pose that i0 # [2, ..., n&1]. By (3.1.9) we have that xi0 # (t*i0&hi0 , t*i0+h i0),
f *(t*i0&hi0)=f *(t*i0+hi0) and | f *(t*i0&hi0)|<| f *( yi0)|=ei0 . Then similarly
to (3.1.10), (3.1.11), (3.1.12), and (3.1.13) we get
| f *(xi0)|&| f *(t*i0&hi0)|
(2hi0)
2











& f *"&p . (3.1.16)
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Therefore
& f *&=| f *(xi0)|<| f *(t*i0&hi0)|+2hi0 & f *"&p
<ei0+2hi0 & f *"&p . (3.1.17)
Applying (3.17) and (1.4) in (3.1.17), we get
& f *&<max[ei]ni=1+
1
3 & f *&. (3.1.18)
Therefore & f *&< 32 max[e i]
n
i=1 . If i0=1, then we consider f [0, y1 , 2y1].
From (3.1.14), y1<2y1<4h1<{1 . Therefore | f (0)|&2 | f ( y1)|2y21<
| f [0, y1 , 2y1]|. Similarly to (3.1.16), (3.1.17), and (3.1.18) we obtain
| f (0)|=& f *&<3 max[ei]ni=1 . Analogously we get | f (1)|=& f *&<
3 max[ei]ni=1 if i0=n. Therefore & f *&<3max[ei]
n
i=1 . Applying this






By the Mean Value Theorem there are points yi # (ti*&hi , ti*+hi),





| f *( yi)|
({i&{i&1)2









2>2hi , i=1, ..., n.





f *(x) dx=(&1) i&1 di , i=1, ..., n,
and
f *(’i&h i)= f *(’i+hi), for i=2, ..., n&1,
’1=h1 , ’n=1&hn .
Then ’i are the extremal points for the function F(x)=x+hix&hi f *(t) dt in
({i&1 , {i) for i=2, ..., n&1. For i=1 and i=n, F(x) is strictly monotone
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on [h1 , {1] and [{n&1 , 1&hn], respectively. Then |F(x)| attains maximal
values for x=’1 and x=’n , respectively. Therefore
diei , i=1, ..., n. (3.1.20)
If we assume that (3.1.3) does not hold, then we have at least one strong
inequality in (3.1.20). Further we obtain a contradiction with the mini-
mality property of f *, using Lemma 2 and similar arguments as in the
proof of (3.1.9). The theorem is proved.
3.2. Case p=
Denote by Pr, n&r&1, 2h the set of perfect splines; i.e., functions of the form
(2.12), with n&1 distinct zeros {1 , ..., {n&1 satisfying {i&{i&1>2hi ,
i=2, ..., n&1, {1>2h1 , 1&{n&1>2hn , and &P(r)&=1.
Theorem 3. There exists a unique perfect spline P # Pr, n&r&1, 2h , a





P(x) dx=(&1) i&1 ei , i=1, ..., n.
P is uniquely characterized by the conditions
P(ti*&h i)=P(ti*+h i), i=2, ..., n&1.
The points [ti*]ni=1 satisfy
0=t1*&h1<t1*+h1<{1<t*2&h2< } } } <{n&1<tn*&hn<tn*+hn=1,
where [{i]n&1i=1 are the zeros of P. Moreover, R is a strictly increasing
function of each ei , i=1, ..., n.
Proof. Using a similar approach to that in Theorem 3.1 [4] we will
prove the existence of the desired spline P by a continuous deformation of
an initial perfect spline P0 , described by a system of nonlinear equations.
We choose P0 to be the perfect spline from Lemma 3. This will assume that
the intervals over which we integrate are disjoint at each step. Let the
points [t0i ]
n




i=1 be those from (2.21).
Put ej (s)=e0j +s(e j&e
0
j ), j=1, ..., n, s # [0, 1]. For s # [0, 1] we will
construct a function P(s; } ) of the form (2.12) with parameters












1 , ..., !
s
n&r&1 , Rs ,
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such that
P(s, {si )=0, i=1, ..., n&1,
P(tsi &h i)&P(t
s








P(s, t) dt=(&1) i&1 ei (s), i=1, ..., n,
where ts1=h1 and t
s
n=1&hn . Denote by 2(s) the Jacobian of (3.2.1) with














i=1 . Here P(0, x)=




















} } } |
tsn+hn
tsn&hn
det T(s) dz1 } } } dzn


























(&1)n&r .(z1 , !sn&r&1)
} } }
} } }
(&1)n&r .(zn , !sn&r&1)+ .



























} } } |
tsn+hn
tsn&hn
_det Ji (s) dz1 } } } dz i&1 dzi+1 } } } dzn , (3.2.3)






















(&1)n&r .(z1 , ! sn&r&1)
} } }
} } }
(&1)n&r .(zn , ! sn&r&1)+
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with the i th row eliminated. We have from the total positivity of the
truncated power kernel (see [8]) and the fact in (2.21) that the intervals
(t0i &hi , t
0
i +hi) are disjoint that
+ det Ji (0)0, (3.2.4)











P0(zi) dzi } , i=1, ..., n. (3.2.5)
We will show that det Ji (0){0 for some zj # (t0j &h j , t
0
j +h j), j=1, ..., n,
j{i, i=1, ..., n. Let i # [1, ..., n] be fixed. Set yj=zj , j=1, ..., i&1 and yj=
zj+1 , j=i, ..., n&1. Then det Ji (0){0 if yj<!0j < yj+r , j=1, ..., n&r&1;
i.e., the interlacing conditions hold. By the interlacing conditions between





i+r , i=1, ..., n&r&1, (3.2.6)




i &hi , t
0
i +hi),
i=2, ..., n&1. Denote x1=h1 , xi=x0i , i=2, ..., n&1, xn=1&hn . Set
yj=xj if 1 ji&1, and yj=xj+1 if i jn&1. Then from (3.2.6) we
have
yj<!0j < yj+r , j=1, ..., n&r&1. (3.2.7)
From (3.2.2), (3.2.3), (3.2.4), (3.2.5), and (3.2.7) we obtain
2(0){0.
Hence, by the Implicit Function Theorem, there exists a unique system of
continuous functions












1 , ..., !
s
n&r&1 , Rs ,
defined in a neighborhood of 0, which satisfy (3.2.1). Thus, we have found
a solution P(s, x) of (3.2.1) for small s. In order to prove that 2(s){0 for
each s # [0, 1] we need to show that the intervals (ti (s)&hi , ti (s)+hi),
i=1, ..., n, are disjoint; i.e.,
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Define P*(s, x)=RsP(s, x), Rs=&P*(r)& . Analogous to (2.14) and (2.18)
for the perfect spline P* we have
Rs &P*& (n&1)r 22r&1(r+2) r !, (3.2.9)
&P*$&2M &P*& (r&1)r &P*
(r)&1r . (3.2.10)
By (3.2.9), (3.2.10), it follows that
&P*$&2M &P*& c(r)(n&1). (3.2.11)
From (3.2.1) and the Mean Value Theorem it follows that there exist
points y si # (t
s
i &hi , t
s
i +h i) such that P*( y
s
i )=(&1)
i&1 ei (s), i=1, ..., n. Let







i +hi), i=2, ..., n&1, in (3.2.1) it follows that
xsi # (t
s
i &hi , t
s








where ’ # ( ysi0 , x
s
i0




&P*&ei0(s)+2hi0 &P*$& . (3.2.12)
By (3.2.11), (3.2.12), and the choice of hi0 in (1.4) we obtain
&P*&






(43) max[ei (s)]ni=1 . (3.2.13)
Applying (3.2.13) in (3.2.11), we get















i&1) &P*$& , i=2, ..., n.




3 min[ei (s)] si=1
8 max[ei (s)]ni=1 M(n&1) c(r)






8 max[ei (s)]ni=1 M(n&1) c(r)
, i=2, ..., n.
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Then by (3.2.15), (3.2.16), and (1.4), we get
{si &x
s
i&1>2h i , i=1, ..., n&1,
xsi &{
s















i&1&2hi>0, i=2, ..., n,
which means that (3.2.8) holds. Using the same arguments as in the proof
that 2(0){0 we can show that 2(s){0 for each s # [0, 1]. Now we can
continue the proof as in Theorem 3.1 in Bojanov and Daren [4] and get
the unique P(x)=P(1; x), [ti*=t1i ]
n
i=1 and R(e1 , ..., en)=R1 , satisfying
the system (3.2.1). The details are omitted; see Bojanov and Daren [4].
It remains to show that r(e1 , ..., en) is a strictly increasing function of ei ,
i=1, ..., n. Since 2(1){0, the Implicit Function Theorem implies that







where 2k is obtained from 2(1), replacing the column corresponding to R
by the derivative of the right-hand side of (3.2.1), with respect to ek .
Denote by Ik the n&1 multiple integral over the intervals [t1&h1 ,
t1+h1], ..., [tk&1&hk&1 , tk&1+hk&1], [tk+1&hk+1 , tk+1+hk&1], ...,





|Ik det J(1) dz1 } } } dzk&1 dzk+1 } } } dzn |
ni=1 2hiei |Ii det Ji (1) dz1 } } } dzi&1 dzi+1 } } } dzn |
,
which is positive for k=1, ..., n. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. There exists a unique perfect spline P* of degree r with
n&r&1 knots and a unique set of points t* # 5 hn such that P* # W
r
(t*; h; e).
P* is uniquely characterized by the conditions
P*(ti*&h i)=P*(ti*+hi), i=2, ..., n&1,
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and t1*=h1 , tn*=1&hn . This perfect spline is the unique solution to (1.5) for
p=.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 that there is unique perfect spline P*,
points t* # 5 hn and a constant R such that
P* # W r(t*; h; e),
P*(ti*&h i)=P*(ti*+h i), i=2, ..., n&1,
&P*(r)&=R(e1 , ..., en).
Now suppose that there exists a perfect spline P of degree r with n&r&1
knots such that PP*, P # W r(t*; h; e) for some point t # 5
h
n , t{t*, and
&P(r)&&P*(r)& . (3.2.17)
P(x) has exactly n&1 zeros: {1 , ..., {n&1 . Let {0=0, {n=1. If {i&{i&12hi
there exists a point ’i # ({i&1 , {i) such that
P(’i&hi)=P(’i+hi), if i # [2, ..., n&1],





P(x) dx=(&1) i&1 di .
The point ’i is the extremal point of the function F(x)=x+hix&hi P(t) dt in the
interval ({i&1 , {i) if i # [2, ..., n&1]. If i=1 or i=n we have F(x) is strictly
monotone in the intervals [h1 , {1], [{n&1 , 1&hn] and |F(x)| attains
maximal values for x=’1 and x=’n , respectively. Therefore diei . If
{i&{i1<2hi we have
ei< } 12h i |
yi
xi
P(t) dt }=yi&xi2hi |P(zi)|,






Therefore there exists a point ’i # ({i&1 , {i) such that
P(’i&h$i)= P(’i+h$i), if i # [2, ..., n&1],





P(t) dt=(&1) i&1 di .






P(x) dx=(&1) i&1 di , i=1, ..., n,
P(’i&h$i)=P(’i+h$i), i=2, ..., n&1, (3.2.19)
&P(r)&=R(d1 , ..., dn),
where diei , h$i=hi if {i&{i&12hi and di>(hi h$i) ei , h$i<h i if
{i&{i&1<2hi .
Consider P*(x) in the interval [ti*&h i , ti*+h i]. From Theorem 3 we
have that [ti*&hi , ti*+hi]/[{*i&1 , {i*], where {i* , i=1, ..., n&1, are the
zeros of P* and {*0=0, {n*=1. Therefore there exist points












P*(x) dx }=hih$i ei , i=1, ..., n, (3.2.20)
P*(ri&h$i)=P*(ri+h$i), i=2, ..., n&1,
&P*(r)&=R(c1 , ..., cn),
where ri=ti* if hi=h$i . We have di>ci at least for one i since PP*. From




It remain to prove that P* is the unique solution to problem (1.5) for
p=. We will apply a similar approach to that in [13]. Assume that
f # W r(t; h; e) for some point t # 5
h
n . From Theorem 1 there exists a
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perfect spline P of degree r with n&r&1 knots for which (12hi)
ti+hit&i&hi P(x) dx=(12hi) 
ti+hi
ti&hi
f (x) dx, i=1, ..., n, and &P(r)&& f (r)& . If
t{t*, then &P*(r)&<&P(r)& . Thus if f # W r[0, 1] is a solution of (1.5),
it is necessary that
& f (r)&=&P*(r)& (3.2.21)
and f # W r(t*; h; e).
Now we will prove f (ti*&h i)= f (ti*+h i), i=2, ..., n&1, for any f as
above. Assume that f (tj*&hj){ f (tj*+hj) for some j # [2, ..., n&1]. From
the Mean Value Theorem we have f (xj)=(&1) j&1 e j for some point xj #
(tj*&hj , tj*+h j). By the character of the data there exist points {j&1<
xj<{j such that f ({j&1)=0 and f ({j)=0. Let { j&1 , {j be the nearest zeros







f (x) dx=(&1) j&1 dj .
Analogously to (3.2.18) we see that dj>(hj h$j) ej . Then using similar
arguments to those in (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) we can show that
&P*(r)&<& f (r)& , which contradicts the minimality property of f. Thus
f (ti*&h i)= f (ti*+h i), i=2, ..., n&1.
Assume that fP*. Let _ be small. For 0<_<1
|P*(r)(x)|=&P*(r)&>(1&_) | f (r)(x)|
for each x # [0, 1]. Thus P*&(1&_) f cannot be a constant on any sub-
interval of [0, 1]. For the appropriate _ the derivative (P*&(1&_)f )$ has
a sign change in each (ti*&hi , ti*+h i) because the function takes the same
value at the endpoints ti*&hi , ti*+h i and it is not identically a constant
on this interval. If P*& f is not identically zero in some (t j*&hj ,




[P*(x)& f (x)] dx=0,




[P*(x)& f (x)] dx=0,
and
(P*& f )(t*j+1&h j+1)=(P*& f )(t*j+1+h j+1),
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P& f has at least two zeros in (tj*&h j , t j*+hj] and at least two zeros in
[t*j+1&hj+1 , t*j+1+h j+1). Therefore (P*& f )$ and thus (P*&(1&_) f )$
has at least three sign changes in (tj*&h j , t*j+1+hj+1). Together we now
have at least n&1 sign changes of (P*&(1&_) f )$. Then by Rolle’s
Theorem (P*&(1&_) f ) (r) has at least n&r sign changes on [0, 1], which
is a contradiction because (P*&(1&_) f )(r) has the same number of sign
changes as P*(r); i.e., exactly n&r&1. So now assume P*& f is identically
zero on [t2*&h2 , t*n&1+hn&1]. If (P*& f )$ has a sign change in
[t1*&h1 , t2*&h2] we proceed as above. If (P*& f )$ does not change sign
in [t1*&h1 , t2*&h2], then P*& f is monotone on this interval. Since
P*& f vanishes at t2&h2 while the integral over [t1*&h1 , t1*+h1] is zero,
this implies that P*& f is identically zero on [t1*&h1 , t2*&h2]. We use the
same argument on [t*n&1+hn&1 , tn*+hn]. This proves the uniqueness.
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